
WRITING A MEMO FOR LAW SCHOOL

Sample Memo. TO: Gaby Duane FROM: Clark Thomas RE: Loman's Fashions â€“ Breach of contract claim (advertising
circular) DATE: April 26, QUESTION.

Keep in mind that the reader will be judging your credibility as a legal thinker based on among other things
the congruity of your tone with the data at hand. To be used in a hearing or brief? After you have done all this,
you must take a position and make a statement about how the court will apply the law. Then you should
disregard everything below and conform to the template. The court held that an advertisement by a department
store was not an offer but an invitation to all persons that the advertiser was ready to receive offers for the
goods upon the stated terms, reasoning that such a general advertisement was distinguishable from an offer of
a reward or other payment in return for some requested performance. For a useful discussion of an
introductory section, please see pp. The introductory section is also where you would mention, if applicable,
information about the procedural posture of a case, about burdens and standards of proof, and about rules of
interpretation pertinent to the law you are applying. If you never have thoughts that require notes, then all your
thoughts are small or unoriginal enough to fit into your tiny short term memory. When you expand your
thought all the way into a piece of coherent writing, it becomes complete. Lovett, N. First impressions matter.
The conclusion should be limited to one paragraph, and in some cases involving just one short issue, the
conclusion might not be necessary at all. Suffolk Co. For example, in an issue involving whether a minor can
disaffirm a contract, a legally significant fact would include the nature of the item or service contracted for
was it clothing, food, shelter, related to health care, etc. Nor does the purchaser have the right to select an item
which the seller does not have in stock or is not willing to sell at a reduced price. Or you can convey any level
of confidence in between. You may not be sure which facts are most legally significant when you first start
writing the memo. When the synthesized rule is derived from case law, the discussion of the cases should
focus on general principles, on the criteria that courts use to describe the rule, rather than on the specific facts
and reasoning of the cases. Relevant policy matters can be included, or discussed in a separate section. You
may have weighed arguments against counterarguments. The only general test is the inquiry whether the facts
show that some performance was promised in positive terms in return for something requested. The short
answer should function as a roadmap to help readers feel oriented when they move on to the discussion.
Anticipate the counter-arguments, and bring each issue to a conclusion. Include legally significant facts â€”
facts upon which the resolution of the legal question presented will turn, whether they are favorable or
unfavorable to the client for whom you are writing â€” and include background facts that will make the
context of the problem clear. And tenth. Rather, the facts section of an office memo should not be written in a
tone that conveys a preference for a particular theory of the case, that implicitly advocates for one side in the
dispute, or that telegraphs any of the legal conclusions to be drawn in the discussion section. This is not to say
that you should omit facts that have an emotional impact. Follow with an introductory section, which provides
a map or framework for the discussion as a whole. Any potential areas of ambiguity need to be addressed in
depth. Then move into background, purpose and discussion. A 'letter to a client' would be written in a more
informative, non-legal style, emphasising the possible actions and likely outcomes, usually with
recommendations. Is the memo for general background knowledge of the law? Also, do not comment upon the
facts in the facts section or discuss how the law will apply to them. You are there to learn. Ultimately for each
issue or sub-issue you should conclude as to how you think a court would likely rule on your facts. A
recommendation is not the same as a conclusion; it requires you to assess the likelihood of a course of action
having the desired outcome for the client.


